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Interview of Fay Neufeld

Tape begins Our third interview Amy and Larry.

All words in parentheses are phonetic

Fay My name which is this way Fay.

Amy Fay

Fay Fay Neufeld. You want the rest of the information

Amy Shes the daughter of non-survivors and shell be talking

to us.

Larry First of all would like to ask you some questions and

then we --

Fay Fine.

Larry could go back and you know expand on those.

Fay Okay.

Larry First of all where and when were you born

Fay Berlin Germany 1934 April of 1934.

Larry Were you placed into ghetto

Fay No. No.

Larry Put into camp

Fay No.

Larry You were Okay. Now you mentioned that your parents

didnt survive

Fay Right.

Larry guess you might as well just explain some of the facts

behind that.

Fay Okay some basics My mother is from Vin-no Lithuania
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was. My father from Doeahsb Poland. They were they live

for many years asmany Jews hadfrm theRtissianPolish countries

in Germany which was-whateier great repository of Jewish peop e.

They met there married there lived there for years in the 20s.

lot of Jews came think to Germany in the 20s.

When was born things were already as you know Hitler

came just little before did. In 37 my father left illegally

Berlin to ty to escape in other words get out. In 38 fol

lowed and in other words my family made arrangements that

should escape as the last child of an underground railroad family

illegally now again. My mother stayed behind. lived with my

father from 1938 to 1942 in March of 1942 in Paris Paris

France. He was arrested in March and was left on the streets.

Amy Literally.

Fay Literally physically emotionally on the streets with no

place to go because all we had You have to remember when the

war broke out my father being illegal no papers no schooling

no work no money no food nothing we werent supposed to be

anywhere.

We dodged the Germans suppose to some degree for awhile.

Then one day in March he was arrested on the street. This was abo

understand late afternoon. was supposed to meet him at about

430 in the afternoon. When got back to the place where we live

that is not in front of the house but general neighborhood

lets say like DuPont Circle for example would be you know that
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kind of neighborhood children with whom used to play in the

streets since couldnt go to school was of course in the

streets told me my father had been arrested. And there seemed

to be some question as to that he fought that he got hurt it

sounds like copsandrobbers story very heroic but as far as

was concerned my father had simply disappeared. And had no

place to go no key nothing. And was just about month before

my eighth birthday. was how do you say went back and

forth between the room where my father and lived and the streets

hoping that maybe he might come back. had no real knowledge.

finally realized that it was hopeless.

My father had treated me pretty much Im afraid as an

adult and had made things sufficientlyclear for me to understand

that this was no more game mean he was gone. And cried my

heart out and fell asleep on some stairs in hallway of the

building. And the manager the concierge as they say in Paris

picked me up. People remember sort of in daze going by and

finally she took me in. She had children of her own. And fed me

that and then took me to the police station. Now were talk

ing about the French police.

The French police called the commandant fuhrer which was the

German section which was next door Did you arrest Leon Neufeld

Yes we did. Now you have to remember in those days the French

police were actually arresting doing the arresting for the Ger

mans as you know. So that in retrospect its fantastic story
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because here they had all the opportunities to just hand this litt

Jew kid right over and they didnt. have not yet found out

and havent had the guts simply because certain things are very

painful to do to go and find out who were these marvelous French

people who saved me. They got in touch with Jewish organiza

tion and was somewhere and literally for therest of my

days will never know what happened those five days. All know

is was in some place for five days in Paris hidden and seemed

like one hell. mean room two old people Ive no idea what

its all about. Five days of my life. And have fantastic

memory for lot of things but those five days are absolutely in

credible. dont know anything.

After that all know is there was man who came to pick me

up whom had seen before with Myklausa the Jewish agency

who took me to an orphanage little outside of Paris like nine

kilometers rather guess you know there were many orphan

ages. And more and more we were filling up more and more of

course as more children were lost just like me or in other ways.

Larry Jewish children

Fay Jewish children. Jewish orphanages. There was network

of course ot9Jewish children. By the way Ernst Papanik

wrote book called Out of the Fire believe that describes

some of the buildup of the orphanages that were needed as things

got wotsŁ and worse. And they were all over France. mean not

yeah lot in the south of France and in the Paris suburbs
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there were lot of orphanages. And ofcourse they got filled

So was taken to the orphanage on the sixth day Jewish or

phanage under the tutelage of the Jewish community Orthodox basic

ally. And stayed there well now let me see wait minute.

stayed there actually under their tutelage until 1947 when

came to this country. However in the meantime in the summer of

1942 Now this is March 1942. In the summer of 1942 get

word that my mother who had been left behind in Berlin caught

had arrived in Paris and was in prison in Paris in barracks

prison indecipherable and that could go see her.

Amy How did you get word

Larry How did yeah.

Fay Through the Jewish You know this story has yet to be

written some of it. My mother found out after the war had

been hidden by nonJewish family in Berlin Frau Paul and her

family at great risk you can imagine under Hitlers nose

dressed my mother as man put my mother on milk train to Pan

because my mother knew of course from before you know that so

where First of all she had brother in her family and they

the ones Im looking for. They disappeared. She arrived in Pan

to be arrested naturally. The guts of arriving in the middle of

July of 1942 dressed as man from what understood but even

so dressed in anthing The thing is arriving in the summer of

1942 is when they picked up all the children when they picked up
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all the Jews.

So saw her. The woman directoress Collette Living who

was then young woman in her early twenties middle twenties too

me to see my mother indecipherable. When walked in this bar

racks prison they opened the door and big staircase kind

of Hollywood almost except that they were old rockety

perhaps rickety and they called my mothers name. My mother

was hysterical and she started to run down the steps. And here

am coming in the door and am eight years old and see these

two Germans with bayonets going after my mother to stop her. They

then you know do remember remember somebody screamed.

And had chance to talk talk mean you know what do

you say Im eight years old. The two women were talking lot.

My mother gave me scarf which ate. know It sounds awful

doesnt it ate my mothers scarf. Over period of months

chewed it up. Dont lets get into Freudianism on that one. And

she gave me picture of my brother. had halfbrother whom

found out after the war in Israel hes dead. After that the

next week when we came back to the Gezairn--day-twiet she was

gone. We asked where she was. Nobody knew.

While was in the orphanage soon after my father had been

arrested not deported yet arrested got letter amazing

still tothis day dont know how it got to me but the postman

somewhere along the line the routes went human most people.

Got letter saying and couldnt read. You have to remember
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didnt go to schobi

Amy All the time you were in the orphanage

Fay In the orphanage

Amy Inaudible

Fay Very little. Okay. But at the time this is now just

the letter my father was deported June 22nd have the con

voy and the date from the camp Dauncie which was famous ship

ping camp to Auschwitz. Both my mother and father were in Ausch

witz mean died there very quickly. 42 was not good time to

go. But my father had written. Says If dont come back dont

wait for me. Im an eight-year-old kid receiving this letter

and thats all remember. mean there were some other things

in the letter but dont have the letter.

Larry What was it like for an eightyearold girl first of all

to see your mother running

Fay havent seen her since remember since Berlin 1938.

Larry In all this time

Fay No.

Larry Yes this little eightyearold girl and you hadnt seen

your mother in so long and then when you do see her shes prac

tically hysterical and there are these big guards with bayonets

Fay Uhhuh.

Larry Andyou get letter from your father after he has just

disappeared

Fay Yeah.
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Larry saying it you dont see me again youd better go on

on your own. Dont wait for me.

Fay Thats right thats my father.

Larry Now Im thinking of when was eight years old.

Fay know.

Larry Tell me what it was like as an eightyearold child.

Fay cant.

Larry You cant.

Fay cant. Theres no way anybody can explain it

Larry Its just some words that come to my mind are just

for one just absolute terror.

Fay Its not terror. Its pain. Terror is much easier to handl

had terror. was scared to death during the war when we had to

run. had to go by myself for example between the bombs and

dodge bombs and the dark and and shout. used to dance around

on the road because was by myself it was that dark. In other

words they were depending on my bringing home an egg or half

pound of butter. There were twelve of us. We were in hiding in

the north of France. Terror you can survive.

Amy This is when you were older now was it

Fay Ha ha nine

Amy Oh-

Fay -- ten.

Larry Oh thats after you were

Fay Yeah in February of 43 escaped to the north of France
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which was where the Germans were so it was no consolation. As

matter of fact escaped sometimes laugh and then they

they make you know run funny kind of twist of life is tha

when the Americans and the British were bombing us they couldnt

tell the Jew from the German and since the Germans were there they

were bombing me too. Because you know figured had the whol

American air force right on my tail those big monsters coming and

dropping those things on me and you know was and ran in

those days. cant run today. Thats why tell you one thin

one lesson You can forget about the nuclear bomb you dont

dodge those. dodged the others but these never dodge. So we

better not have any more wars. So sick and tired of wars. But

to answer your question Terror is nothing. Terror mean its

not its nOt nothing. Its just

Amy Intangible almost.

Fay Yeah it is. mean you can learn to how do you say to

Ootrun under the table every time train goes by. You can try

to you know do or overcome certain things. Pain you cant.

Larry Did you think of your parents all the time as that pain

Fay am its not just the parents its sixty children from

the orphanage that disappeared with the directoress with the wo

man who came to take the children mean who took me to the

kathayona to see my mother. When left to go to the north

of France there were four of us foreignborn. We were the firs

full. few months later came some more to tell us that the si ty
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children had disappeared.

Larry And was this now

Fay In February 43. You have to remember those were the worst

4243 was the worst. mean in other words thats by

43 there were almost no Jews left.

Larry So youve never heard anything about what happened to

those children or the directoress

Fay know she disappeared.

Larry But where or

Fay Okay shes in here probably but dont know which convoy

yet. This is the Klausfeld book if you know of it. Thats from

all the Jews of France.

Larry So you escaped did you run away by yourself or

Fay No.

Larry did you go with some other children

Fay Four of us.

Larry Where

Fay Okay in the orphanage in February it was decided that the

French in other words you know as you know the French the

native Jews thought they were safe. So they were taking care of

the foreign Jews. was Berlinborn. And another girl who ac

tually happened to be Frenchborn but whom everybody thought was

German her father came back after the war from Argentina. He ha

been widowed. Her mother had died in child you know giving

birth. And she found her father after the war. There were two
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other boys they were from Poland illegal. You know foreign

born means illegal in that respect. So we were taken to Paris one

night February the home of the afterwar director of the orphan

age who lived not far from the Pantheon if you know the dome of

the memorial. The Pantheon is where people like the toy-boys

you know Invalides is where Napoleons born and Pantheon is sort

of like its temple where the sacred mean like abbeys.

Okay. Not far from there we were. And the night we got to Paris

Now remember this is now February of 43 which of course

were wearing yellow scarves which makes you easily picked out.

We got inside the apartment. We had something to eat. We were in

bed. Ruth the little girl and and Augie and Leon in the

other room. Comes knock at the door the famous knock. Po1ice

Bring their sheets bring their shoes bring socks take your

suitcases.

Larry That night

Fay That night.

Amy Had you been expecting it Did you know

Fay Oh every Jew knows that you know mean in sense.

The thing is they didnt cross the threshold. They didnt poke

into the rooms.

Larry These were French police

Fay Thats right. They picked up the two Mr. and Mrs. Katz.

And here are the four of us in left. And remember Ruth

and the thing is you know youre not supposed and thank God
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we didnt make any noise. But all remember and was tell

ing somebody about this earlier. We said here we were eightyea

olds what do we do if they dont come back And all remember

to this day is had we friend and you have to think of this of

tying all the sheets together and escapingfrom the eighth floor

of European building. Not like here. Here thePantheon th

middle of the you know February. This is what we were going

to do. mean we probably would have The thing is they war

there in the morning Mr. and Mrs. Katz. Dont ask how they got

in but still have not been able to ask because there are some

things there are certain things you dont want to know.

Look fate has played so many times. It would take more tha

an hour to tell you the many times death and and the bombs and

the Germans and younameit have played not hideandseek but

whos going to win the game Your turn Not yet. Death says no

yet. Not yet. Not yet. Not yet. Its not your time. But

thats fine. Im condemned to live.

Larry Do you really feel that that youre

Fay Yes its condemnation to me because its the most painfu

thing inaudible. To live in world like this.

Amy It still is for you

Fay For me Its awful.

Larry What has your life been like since the war

Fay Schizoid in the sense like all of us who and mind you
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Okay Ive not been able to get to handle it maybe because

was child maybe not. dont know. But all the people and

Wiesel too says it in his article in the Post Steiner the same

thing Theres part of you theres this part and then

theres you know were all actors. You have to live. smile.

It doesnt mean you do not appreciate the sun or childs laugh

ter or anybody your humor or anything everything. But theres

the thing is you cant erase these experiences. Theyre part

of your life. Theyve shaped me. My entire reactions to and

everybody elses reaction when we react when the Israelis re

act when any you know to know that people can be what they

have been to do those things to feel that suddenly youre left

in world where it says you have no right to be. How does the

mind comprehend it It fails. You cant. mean all the you

know consider myself an intelligent human being. have read

have thought. have nothing. have no answers. cant find

the answers. dont even know what to ask. Is this life Thats

it as Bickett says. Youre on earth. Theres nothing else.

So its choice you make. You muddle along the best you can.

Some people have done better than others. cant speak for the

others but all know is Im walking around this hall talking to

people reading your literature. We all suffer. We love when we

can. We steal it from life. Pnd we overreact every time you

know something happens. Its you cannot be indifferent.

Larry Seems like war and antiSemitism
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Fay Anything. Fresh air crust of bread.

Larry Inaudible

Fay For me Yeah when theres almost nothing. cannot

see movie cannot read book cannot think. mean it

doesnt mean that its forty-eight hours day but it means that

whether want to or not nightmares dreams thought association

images. You sit in the kitchen youre abouttbnchew piece of

bread and suddenly you remember something. You cannot expurge

perhaps expunge it. You need you know lobotomy

and it wouldnt help to go around like babbling idiot. Cant do

it. Its all of us. In other words youre branded. Its not

nothing you know its something thats left and its not just

mean what have we learned

Larry You find that youre still looking for answers and you

still cannot get any answers. You havent given up

Fay have given up some things. mean Im get to the

stage sometimes when the only difference is total indifference to

you know to wish to join the stones one way. And then the

other is that instinctive My God Im going to fight tooth and

nail. And it goes back and forth the balance goes but there

no in between. But it bothers people you see.

Amy Who does it bother

Fay lot of people in daily life. But that may just simply

be you know personal characteristic that you know being in

tense or not being you know lukewarm or very polite or very

you know either feel or dont. And if dont Im dead.

And sometimes that dead feeling is necessity. mean walking

around this hall is an emotional drain and there are times you
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just wantS to go and just walk away and you cant. mean its

drawn its always you know Maybe Ill see picture of my

mother. Maybe Ill meet somebody. Maybe somebody maybe the

world will something is going to change.

Amy Has any of that happened

Fay No no no.

Amy Were you inaudible --

Fay No no was afraid to go. And even Kiev as matter of

fact only about three days ago that finally decided to get

enough courage to go down to

Amy To your local

Fay to volunteer yeah. And to do some work yeah.

Lary This is picture of your mother

Fay Thats my mother yeah and thats the only thing have

left. My father at least have some you know other inde

cipherable but thats it yeah.

Amy What happened after what was what is the end of the

story

Fay Well the next morning when the Katzes came back we were

met We took off our stars okay And the one of the women

who worked nonJew now on Ri-car-dy which is you know

the north of France Theres famous city Ahmi-eernahb-vee

la. The fàmus battle of 1940 of de Gaullism was at Ahbveel-a

and where we stayed was twelve kilometers from Ahbveelam. We

were in hiding. There were just the four of us at first. And
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as said few months later eight more children came so we were

twelve altogether. Thats when found out that the Mile. Jde

Veen and the sixty children had been deported. Okay. And some

of the children whom knew were dispersed of course several of

us. And there were other orphanages also where children were

dispersed in various places. And not like they all was here

that met in the French indecipherable group. couple of

people one was in rather wellknown in Ernst Papaniks

book he mentions the Chateau indecipherable of where she

was. We stayed there in other words during the war in the

country. mean it was really country. You know no toilets no

heat no nothing.

Larry Inaudible

Pay With this woman. No not well her mother was still

alive then in

Larry This was nonJews

Pay NonJews now yeah. Her husband had been drowned in the

some river and she was widow with two children Danielle and

Eve and they came to live with us. Danielle was about my age

Eve was about seven so in other words two years apart. And

they lived with us. And of course when things got really bad

she was without money so you know she really mean its just

remarkable. have not been able to get back there. dont know

if shes alive dont know End of side one of tape beginning

of side two was back. Lets put it this way In 1947 when
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left could stood outside the Place bepalee which is

the area where my father indecipherable last. And my legs would

could not move. could not make the trip and Im 13 now

-- from the Place de taleev to find out where to go back

trajectory. was paralyzed. Okay Psychologically paralyzed.

In 1960 when went to put on my way to Israel to go see my

brother for the first time since our separation from Berlin

Amy This is your halfbrother

Fey My half-brother my mothers son older than am. knew

then there was no point. wasnt ready. was on my way to meet

my brother. And my experience with my brother was just as painful

as anything because he knew nothing about his mother. And had to

tell him. And had to learn great deal from him. He was al

ready he was sick he was psychologically .- had withdrawn.

He had fought you know he was in the kibbutz. He had left

Berlin in the early 30s to go to Israel. And he had wanted to go

toEngland and he had been without father. So finally he had

gotten my father and mother had tried to take him in. As soon

as he got home he had to be separated. So he was mess. And

had to you know get involved in something which had hard

timehandling because could barely handle my own. He was in

not very good shape and then he got sick and died. So that was

that and that was almost as when came back he died that

February. This was in the summer of 60 and he died think in

61 February of 61.
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Amy He was young. He was

Fay He was in his forties yeah. He was in 22 so yeah

thirtyeight yeah.

Larry So 1961 fifteen years or more after the war you were

still --

Fay Still. hadnt even begun. tell you when begun. In

71 when was came back. went for Peace Corps in 67 to

work in the islands teach French and came back in 70.

stayed in the islands St. Croix and came back. And was

thought that would how do you say it try to do Ph.D. in

French literature and sat down to begin to study. And blocks and

blocks of other things because all these years always wanted to

write down. felt had to sit down and write but you know to

write when you cant even handle your own feelings is not the eas

iest thing. And think left part of my skin if not my soul

into the writing. And did it slowly. And then in 74 be

gan in 71 on blocking one Christmas vacation one sheet. And

slowly another sheet. And slowly another sheet. But by very

roundabout way couldnt face it straight. And by 74 start

ed gushing out that summer. Thats all did night and day.

Niqht and day night and day and wrote. But thought would

go with it because it was just incredible. mean all this

Amy Inaudible

Fay Yeah. And then after that continued for long long time.

And last year thouqht since it was the fortieth anniversary of
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the death of my parents in Auschwitz that thought was ready

to go and meet them. Meet it as call it and perhaps to go

and say thank you to the people in the country. And find out abou

the policemen on duty that night et cetera et cetera. And

couldnt do it.

Amy Did you go

Fay No. couldnt go. just couldnt. did it on the

piece of paper and realized couldnt do it. In other words

facing it you know even recognizing that was just about as

much as could take. And hope some day Im going to be un

fortunately Im very slow. Its tremendously slow process you

know if you try to in other words do whatever it is

catharsis kind of thing. It doesnt and the thing is unfor

tunately it doesnt really help. It does something and it does

do nothing except that it permits this kind of ability to talk

about it since have met it. You know met it along the way

in writing and thinking about it. And only about 74 or so or

later did begin to read the literature. You see you asked me

was ready before The following remarks seems to be in

the nature of offtherecord comments It smells like gas.

Larry Yeah.

Fay Yeah it doesnt sound very good. You know what

Amy Inaudible

Fay Yes think so.

Continuing on the record
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Larry Im curious What did your parents do when you were back

in Germany What was your fathers and mothers occupation

Fay Thats little hard for me to explain. My mother remem

ber correctly was doing some kind of seamstress work mean you

know couture dont know. And my father is much more difficul

because first of all he left. My father had done many differ

ent things. He does commercial my fathers family though

university people even from Poland and Russia theyre all univ

ersity read languages.

As matter of fact theres story of my father during

World War I. He ias arrested corresponding in shorthand with his

sister. And this Now cant say it. No no cant not

for on off the record.

Larry Well we you could

Fay Thats all right. Anyway the notveryintelligent Polish

soldier who didnt know anything arrested my father took him

for spy. And my grandmother used to tell the story. Thats

how found out when came here how you know she had to go an

explain to these poor peasant soldiers that my father was simply

he had learned shorthand He ias you know secretary

mean in commerce and things like that.

Larry Was he in the army then

Fay In World War I.

Larry In World War I.

Fay Yeah.
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Larry In the Polish army or the

Fay think at the time actually it must have been the Rus

sian army. Was it Oh maybe the Polish army dont Im

not very sure what my father did in those days because were talk

ing now about he left in 36 37. He escaped from Berlin.

And went to Italy for little while and then ended up in France.

But in fact you know just remember they were DPs. mean

displaced people so you had very difficult circumstance. And

Hitler in 38 mean. you know this is were talking about

they came in in 33. So things were already rough. So have no

really you know per se dont really know. mean what

you know my father

Larry was curious because youre obviously very intelligent

woman and you hadnt had any education while you were in the con

vent but very early

Fey Its not convent.

Larry Oh not convent --

Fay Yeah thats okay.

Larry Those formative years was just wondering if perhaps you

grew up in home where reading and
Fay Here. Here. Here. Here.

Larry Here.

Fay However however lets put it this way There are many

different schools of learning. Theres life school. And what

learned you couldnt put in the books okay And you learned
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to question. In other words my father even though didnt know

how the alphabet perhaps or whatever knew think how

to spell my names so didnt have the childs knowledge of book

learning. But my father used to tell me stories. He was great

storyteller. And he was also he did something else He gave

me to see to observe what was around me. So that knew. where

most children in the orphanage when their parents were arrested

and adults didnt know what was going on knew instinctively

when my father was arrested what had taken place you know and

that kind of thing. When the war broke out and was give my

father told me he says The French and Germans are going to

fight. And if theyre drunk heres you speak German because

spoke German with him at the time indecipherable Deutsch.

The French drunkards going to hit you with bottle on the head

and learned French very very very very fast laughing

so -- but dont know --

Larry Inaudible and were you taken in by family when you

Fay My -- no my father when my fathers sister and mother

had come here from Italy in 39 and although remember my

grandmother who had stayed behind and came by herself because she

had gotten sick indecipherable dont remember my aunt and

her husband and my two cousins. They were all here in Americas

My grandmothers dead though since. So came to join actually

my fathers the Neufeld family here in Washington and they

came. And my aunt is home mean shes alive shes 86.
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Larry HoW does she feel about your coming here today

Fey Well she

Larry Do you suppose it matters with her

Fay please dont fret with

Amy Oh Ill take it from you. stopped and started.

Fay So from actually shortly think after February we

were in an area which was full of woods and from there they were

think launching some rockets even already because remember

remember the Vi rocket going over us towards the end the

noise.. remember standing up there and watching it go over

towards England suppose thats where it was to go but we

werent far from Cherbourg pas Calais. But in the meantime we

got tremendous amount of bombing and then of course we saw all

the you know the clouds mean literally black skies of

planes. Mostly toWardsthŁend it was the American bombers.

But remember one experience in it was British what we

called shassa you know theyre like your seabirds you

know

Larry Dive bombers.

Fay -- they dive but little ones.

Larry Inaudible

Fay Yeah very fast right twobombers what call them.

They dropped two bombs on top of my head. And saw them you kno

open up the hatch. It was like catching -- you know like two

footballs going right after me. And found out later that the
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safest thing would have been to stay put where was because of

course the pull ot gravity would go but didnt know that

you see. So ran up was on my way to pick up couple of

eggs from farmer. See we used to exchange barter rabbits for

eggs or rabbits for flour couple of things here and there. And

so the bomb remember one falling very far away and one in

the -- not very far. But the thing is when got to the farmer

remember screaming and then the woman coming out and there were

some other children and all remembei of that was the effect of

the bomb was so strong the force that it pushed us on the hay

you know Pout in the yeah in the middle of the courtyard and

remember screaming my mothers name and going absolutely deaf.

And for few minutes not knowing whether was alive or not.

The most strange feeling that remember in my life where suddenly

the explosion of the bomb which wasnt very far creating this

tremendous crash and and your body and the whole thing. And

then of course you realize after few minutes mean bit

you know you recollect and you realize youre alive but you won

der what the heck the whole thing is all about.

Larry Were there Germans near there

Fay Oh they were all over they were right there they were

right there. As matter of fact tell you very sort of

unusual kind of story had how do you say Since had

spoken when until my father was with me at the age of eight

Id forgot it of course but there must have been that -- even
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then some remnant and there was young this was now too

very end. It was you know when most of the young Germans came

up. And one of them in particular remember being outside and

he was talking to this woman Madame Mornay about his sister who

was you know who had studied French. And he seemed you know

of very good family and things. And all remember hearing

because its remained with me its bothered me psychologically.

You know when you begin you hate as child. You learn that so

things wrong to Germans theyre all your enemies. And yet

heyre always theres always that little thing that says you

cannot put people all in one bag. This is one experience of this

young German soldier who was describing what was happening to his

own peop Now the officers were killing the German soldiers up

front. Now were talking about you know waiting for the in

vasion.

Larry They were killing the

Fay They were killing their own soldiers who were refusing to

fight or who were you know and these young people and he

remember his countenance which was If have to will

kill myself. He will choose death over being killed.

Larry Rather than

Fay Rather than fight. He couldnot. And you know found

this afterwards The thing is how do things like that stick in

your mind except that its there its memory. You had

dont know remember you know crystal candy
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Amy Rock candy

Fay Rock candy. And there was couple of German officers

gallonay that used to come and visit with Mme. Mornay.

mean you know some were of course officers. If theyre offi

cers theyre very polite. And of course have never to this

day been able to figure out Did they or didnt they know whether

we were Jewish children or not They had basically you know

by then we all spoke French. Some of the children who were with

me were Frenchborn therefore. their French was perfect. We were

always you know kept little bit aside. We knew we werent

supposed to say anything about you know. If anybody asked we

were French. If anything we had French indecipherable but

what difference does it make in other words the whole works.

And we even went to church. mean not forced no.

Larry Inaudible

Fay Yeah in very little. And Ive not Ive never been

could not it was in the country that God went out of my exist

ence. First of all my familys never been particularly reli

gious except my mothers father who was had been rabbi. But

as such the intelligentsia was not the most religious branch of

the family. You keep certain traditions thats all Me no.

During the war when the French everybody was dyinq. And the

priest would come and say It is Gods will. Thats when re

fused. Thats all.

Larry You were still young girl and yet you
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Fay He could not he knew for example that there was no way

he could convert me because had mother. And after the war the

Jews could not get me in the synagogue too much either because

have something Can show you something If brought it with

me dont know. It is maybe its the only picture left.

dont know if brought it but have picture of the synagogue

indecipherable from the orphanage community. And it says on

that Thou shalt not kill. This is my document. On it the Ten

Commandment This is the synagogue. And those Jews Its not

that they were doing the killing but that humanity Here am

little chiidanddadfljt4 are telling me how to be And as you

know the European French child or the European child was taught

Take example from your elders right looked at the example

of my elders and didnt find them following the Ten Command

ments. Therefore there was no point in anybody teaching me the

Ten Commandments until they followed them themselves. am still

the eightyearold child at heart. Thats what shapes human

being his experiences his thoughts his reactions. Mine just

happened to be rather rotten.

Larry What do you do now Are you teacher now or do writing

How do you survive

Fay How do survive Partly Ive survived on very frugal ki

of life and some savings had for very short brief period of

work three years ago and also suppose with some help from my

family.
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Amy Im just getting back to you had mentioned you inaudible

Fay Yeah.

Amy When was that

Fey In 67.

Amy So what happened between

Fay 67

Amy in northern France and 67 Quite time

Fay Yeah know. well Itayed there for in the north

of France till the liberation. First the Canadians came the Brit

ish the Americans. And then we went shortly afterwards to Mal

maison which was another thats you know Josephine and the

Emperor Napoleon had their house outside of Paris. And there was

an orphanage there Monmausee which waited for us until ours

Lever-ine was ready. And then stayed there it was maybe

couple of months in the other Malmaison and then went back

to Leverine which was our orphanage. And used to wait and

watch on Sundays parents coming back few who did. And of cou se

mine didnt know then would not come back. But had my fami

here had made inquiries. And have cousins and other people in

the family who were in camps who were in France and they began

to look for me.

So that by 1946 one day here walks in Gerhardt member

of the Garehon who is now right now happens to be in

Israel. But Ive seen him since. And he came in and he has

Neufeld family in other words big cheeks. And thought it was
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my father when he walked in that old French door.

Amy You recognized him immediately as part of your family

Fay Yeah yeah. And it was terrible because it could have been

my father You know. was really just but thats how foun

out that my family here was here and then they began the papers

and then came in 1947. And then old sic hell broke loose.

Amy To this area

Fay Yeah. Yeah they were living right here on Wyoming Avenue

Washington D.C.

Amy The last indecipherable

Fay Kind of. mean no thats when thats

Amy you teach biology

Fay Yeah. No actually no. It really was remarkable luck

because You know you have to remember was thirteen-year-

old. And its very difficult after all for families and they

had their own you know difficult times too. You know all the

Jews found from Russia from Poland you know my family inde

cipherable. My aunt for example she lost child. She got

married during the Revolution she lost child in 21 you know

when -. the famine and the sickness and everything else. So her

first child was boy she lost him. And you know they were ru

fling and on the road and then the fires mean if she

when my grandmother and my uncle were alive and even my aunt

mean theyre walking history books. You talk about being his

tory ma oh no youre not no that was another. -jouæal
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1st from the indecipherable. Said something she had been

history major indecipherable.

Larry Inaudible

Fay Yeah am too but cant help it. You know how can one

not study history with all thats been going on And the thing is

my cousin remembers when went This was in that guess in

the 50s when was still doing undergraduate work. And here was

reading about you know what was happening because wanted to

know what the heck happened to me. You know what was the world

doing to me was young kid. couldnt understand. want-.

ed to know. And she says God you used to get so angry at the

British and the French Because was. Of course if you read

what they didnt do and

Amy That was also you mentioned inaudible.

Fay Yeah.

Amy What did you think about that Inaudible

Fay Tididnt finish the article but he is the only man to whom

allow to speak in my name. He speaks the my feelings about

the shame about the dichotomy about the reactions. When that

man speaks he is always he has never not spoken for me.

give him carte blanche.

Amy Indecipherable really cant be done by anyone except

Fay No.

Amy someOhe Like him.

Fay But you know look my aunt is 86. She will tell you
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Off the record. Tape apparently turned off then continu

ing manuscript to look at it objectively and to to do

something with it. know theres some good stuff in it but it is

so painful cant overcome it cannot detach myself from it an

say you know Im going to do this intelligently grammatically

Im going to do something with it so that it can be read.

cant Every time begin begin to cry crying now.

What do you know Im lost My own its its no longer

words. Thats the problem for me.

Amy It never was words

Fey Exactly Thats true. Its my blood and my thats in

there. Thats true. And thats handicap. Ahd resent it in

that cant overcome the pain to to do something useful for

it because its part that belongs to in other words to who

evers going to benefit if theres any benefit to be had from it.

Its terrible thing. Thats what Im struggling with. Ive tried

many times. You know sit down and and start to you know

try Okay Fay youve got to be very objective now. Come on

girl get to work. And its not work its real. And so you

knowIm Im Ive given up frankly.

Amy Do you read

Fay Oh yeah do read Boy it hasnt

Amy Do you read lot of the factual

Fey read fiction factual you name it. Every day. Im inter

ested in everything.
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Amy wonder if it helps to read that if it helps to assimilate

it almost more.

Fay The only thing its done is its made me able to sometimes

occasionally talk about it. You know in other words dulled per

haps tiny bit of the edge except when suddenly like you know

here the same thing You look and you see six thousand names or

thousand names or even two names and they suddenly stop being

names and they become human beings again. And then its terrible.

Thats when you cant handle it. crying again very sad.

little more recorded on tape but dimmed out at

the end so that it becomes inaudible.


